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In Memoriam 
Rev. John Griswold - 1940-2005 

Bob  Szymanski (LM-145) 
 
Life is bittersweet.  Maybe life is meant to be that 
way because sometimes we do not quite appreciate 
what friends means to us until we can no longer tell 
them. 
 
Rev. John Griswold was one of my very best friends.  
Our friendship came to be because of perfin 
collecting, but it greatly transcended our hobby.  
John lived closer to me than any other perfin 
collector and because of both this physical nearness 
and an ever growing spiritual closeness, we saw 
each other frequently.  John was eloquent on my 
wedding day in giving the homily when Sue-Ellen 
and I were married.  John's friendship was a 
blessing, indeed. 
 
John, an Episcopal priest, and I, a Catholic who 
formerly studied for the priesthood, joked that had 
we met forty years ago, we would have branded each 
other an unkind name and probably never spoken 
again.  But thank God we lived when we did, as we 
found humor in our differences.  I was often 
privileged to listen to John's weekly homilies.  He 
usually wrote these at home on Friday mornings.   
Sometimes he even solicited my ideas on his homily, 
and I was deeply moved.  But I also kidded with him 
that this should count for my weekly church service! 

After a trip to England with his wife Nancy several 
years ago, John confided in me that he was happy to 
have found some ancestors who had given up their 
lives for their faith. Naturally, since this was pre-
Henry VIII times, they were Catholics.  He 
wondered whether these saintly ancestors took it 
well that he was an Episcopal priest.  Ironic, maybe, 
but he was proud of his ancestors and I am certain 
that they were as proud of him also! 
 
One day John excitedly showed me a US perfin with 
the JAG pattern, announcing proudly that these were 
his initials.  Happily, I had learned only a short time 
prior that Dick Mewhinney had that perforator and, a 
couple of phone calls later, John obtained the JAG 
perforator.  How happy you made him, Dick! 
 
I never knew John to speak ill of anyone.  He always 
had a smile and a good word.  I know that ours was 
a true friendship that transcends our own mortality.  
One day I hope to again be a member of the same 
club as John. 
 
Rev. John Griswold passed away in January after a 
long illness with cancer. He leaves his wife, Nancy, 
a family of four sons and three stepdaughters and ten 
grandchildren. 

 

New Counsellor-at-Large Appointed 
Bob Szymanski (LM-145) 

 
I have appointed Brad Baker as Counsellor-at-Large 
to fill the position vacated by Ed Linn when he 
assumed the office of Vice President of the Club last 

January. Brads’ address, etc. are found on the back 
page of this Bulletin. Welcome aboard and thanks 
Brad! 
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Auction Watch 
 
Stephen Tauber (#2949) reports the 
following lots offered for auction: 
 
Appears to be an e-bay lot: PERFINS, World Wide. 
Description - 1000 perfins on stock pages. Good 
variety of countries, (US $57.00 starting bid) - 1 bid 
- US $57.00   
 
Stamps were shown tucked into seven stock pages 
with opaque strips; the stamps overlapped.  None of 
the perfin patterns could be discerned.  Great 
familiarity with the stamp designs was required even 
to identify the countries of issue. There were two 
pages of U.S. (including a number of prepers and a 
few revenues), two of Great Britain, one of Canada; 
the remaining two pages contained Romania, 
Netherlands, Italy, Germany, Australia, France, one 
or two Argentina and Ceylon stamps, and several 
other countries which could not be identified at the 
resolution of the scans. There was moderate 
duplication of the basic stamps, but it was of course 
impossible to know about the patterns (except for a 
very few multiples).  Well, the buyer found it worth 
the price of 5.7¢ a stamp. 
 
And, another lot also apparently from e-Bay: 
TRANSVAAL group of CSAR perfins on KE7 
issues, P1047. Description: TRANSVAAL group of 
CSAR perfins on KE7 issues, plus one ovpt issue. 
Seldom offered. 9 bids (with a US $7.50 starting 
bid). -- Winning bid - US $26.01  
 
The lot consisted of four perfins (one inverted), plus 
one stamp overprinted 'C.S.A.R.'.  There were four 
distinct bidders, including myself (unsuccessful). 
The successful bidder sat there with the winning bid 
from day 2 on.  The seller (a dealer in Australia) 
identified the pattern to me as representing the South 
Africa Railways Company. 
 
Bill Shields (#2951) noted the following 
interesting eBay lots. 
Item number: 5562816941  580+ Different Perfin 
Patterns on Denom up to $5. Different Perfin 
Patterns on Denom up to $5 
This is a 20 year collection of Perfins on 8 two sided 
Lighthouse black pages to highlight patterns. 
 

580+ all different and selected for their back quality, 
punch quality and centering. Many of these are on 
high value stamps, but that was not relevant to their 
placement in this collection. I know there are many 
back of book, revenues, airmails, high values, 
precancels, and Washington Franklins. Scott value 
of stamps should be over $500. 
 
Pages are organized by perfin design. 
 
Also included if you want them are a nearly 700 
page Perfin catalogue and album (pages only, 3 ring) 
with illustrations published in 1979 by The Perfins 
Club with several updates (it is very very dusty but 
never used except to identify types) and 'The Perfins 
Bulletin Checklist of US Perfins' 1989 32 pages, no 
illustrations (dusty, unused, unmarked). The album 
is bulky at about 3" thick and heavy so advise if you 
want it or not. 
 
The pictures are of every page with only the backs 
showing. Over the years as I found better strikes, 
lesser stamps were removed from the collection. 
There are almost no duplicates, about 600 stamps 
total and the overall quality is very very good. 
 
Condition varies but generally backs are VF-XF 
with clear, well centered perfin, some are superb. 
High resolution scans are available within reason, 
just ask. 5 bids - Sold for:  US $95.00  
 
Item number: 5562856587  1912 1d Red Block of 15 
U/Mint Perfins>> T P B S. Description (revised) 
1912 GV lovely block of unmounted mint sg 357 1d 
Reds with Perfin TP BS watermark Royal Cypher 
Hard to find in a large block like this. 10 bids 
Winning bid:  GBP 10.10. 
 
Item number: 5563560284  20 special delivery 
perfins #2. Description  
Finally having time to clean out/up my collection.  
This lot has 20 perfins on special delivery stamps.  
Various condition of stamps and perfin, mostly 
sound though.  5 bids - Winning bid: US $9.39   
 
Item number: 5563600760  GB 1881 1d. lilac range 
with perfins. 10 bids - Winning bid:  GBP 9.27 
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Winning Lot Answers Size Question 
Based on information from Christian Rueger (#1834) 

 
In last month’s Auction Watch Christian pointed us 
to Nutmeg’s Auction #94 which featured (for perfins 
collectors at least) 50+ lots from the Manny 
Selengut collection of Argentinian revenue stamps. 
The most common pattern seen was illustrated on 
page 45 of the March Bulletin, without size 
reference (sine these MUESTRA punches were in 
revenue stamps for which I also had no size 

reference). Congratulations to Chris on winning Lot 
#4871 – one of the Buenos Aires lots listed. Thanks 
to Chris we now have a “price realized ($85 [+]) for 
a Nutmeg lot – and a size reference for this pattern. 
Below (cropped from a larger illustration by 
Photoshop manipulation) is a single pattern with a 
section of a ruler (centimeters not inches) included 
for scale.  

 

 
 
 

A Real Ultimate Challenge 
Bob Schwerdt (#505-L) 

 
Two large US stamps, E-13 (the 15¢ orange special 
delivery stamp) and C25 (the 6¢ carmine airmail) 
provided me the majority of the SONs to create a 
perfin calendar of 361 days (year of cancel optional). 
Presently my year lacks only nine days for 
completion. Jan. 1, Feb. 29, and Dec. 25, have been 
easier to obtain than the nine missing dates. 
 
I am now considering another collection which will 
challenge even the most dedicated perfin collectors, 
but wonder if any member of the Club has started a 
collection of this type. How difficult would it be to 
find a US President stamp with a perfin from a 
company corresponding to his name? For example: 
perfin L-112 used by the Lincoln Life Insurance 
Company of Fort Wayne, Indiana, found in Sc#555 
or SC#812. The usage dates of the pattern (1917-
1938) suggest the possibility of finding examples.  
 

Presidents have provided names for cities as well as  
for commercial enterprises. And there are plenty of 
president stamps from the time when perfins were 
prevalent. So what might be even more challenging 
is to find a copy of “L/LIFE” (L112) with a Feb. 12 
cancel on one of the Lincoln adhesives! Birthday 
postmarks on on a Lincoln stamp with a related 
perfin might just be the ultimate challenge in perfin 
collecting! 
 
The Index of United States Perfin Users (at the end 
of the current US perfins catalog) is helpful in 
locating companies with presidential name linkages.  
 
No need to limit this type of collection to presidents; 
other famous Americans could also be collected in 
the same way.  
 
Is there anyone with the stamina and good eyesight 
willing to take up this challenge? 

Paul Mistretta
Bonus pic...
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S251 And Cleveland 
Bob Szymanski (LM-145) 

 
When it snows in Massachusetts, which has 
happened often this year, it seems a good time to 
spread out one of my specialty perfin collections and 
put in some interesting and enjoyable time. Many of 
the perfin collectors reading this article already 
know that I collect perfin covers from two cities - 
Cleveland, OH (where I was born) and Worcester, 
MA (where I worked and near to where I now live). 
P.S. - If you have any covers cancelled with these 
two cities for trade or sale, I'm always interested! 
 
The project of the day was Cleveland covers and I 
started into them to try to formulate in my mind 
what I might need, and how I might incorporate 
them into an exhibit. After about 15 minutes of 
sorting, I picked up the cover show below and 
realized something I hadn't before.  The cancel is 
Cleveland, NY. 
 
Now as a small child in Cleveland, OH, I knew that 
when anyone said "Cleveland", Ohio was always 
assumed. I did realize that several other Clevelands 
existed in the US but they were relatively small 
towns. I checked my Cleveland, OH list and sure 
enough, pattern S251 (and possibly S251.1) were on 
that list. A quick look to pg S-28 in the 1998 
"Catalog of United States Perfins" lists Cleveland, 
OH as the location of the user. However, on pg S-69 

 adjacent to S251 is an explanation that New York, 
NY is the location, I wondered if Cleveland, NY was 
meant in either location of the information? Further, 
the initials don't match the user - a good observation! 
 
Second, of the two stamps on the cover, only one is 
perfinned.  This may be use of a perfin sent for 
return mail. I would suspect that my cover  is the one 
the catalog editor had also seen although I do not 
have a record of the several dozen I sent to him for 
identifying purposes just prior to the 1998 printing. 
 
So here we are again with more questions than we 
have answers.  Does anyone out there have any light 
to shed on this mystery?  The only answer I now 
have is that this is "probably" not a Cleveland, OH 
perfin as it is certainly not a Cleveland, OH cover. 
Maybe it would still make for an interesting ending 
to the exhibit - uum! 
 
 

              Another Pattern in 
                   US SC#1044A 
                                      Bill Dempwolf (#3683) 
 

In the March 2005 issue of The 
Perfins Bulletin, BobSchwerdt 
asks about perfin patterns in 
the Statue of Liberty stamp 
(Scott 1044A). I have a second 
pattern, P179, in that issue. 
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Why Can’t I Find Anyone in the Club with Whom to Trade 
Perfins? 

Bob Szymanski (LM-145) 
 
There have been references in the Bulletin recently 
and, I might add, quite a few personally fielded 
questions as to why trading perfins hasn't worked for 
Club members.  After listening to hypotheses that 
would make our members out to be unresponsive 
and uncooperative, I thought that I would like to 
have a chance to put to rest any ideas that our 
members are anything but unresponsive and not 
cooperative.  Indeed, you are the greatest group of 
collectors that I have ever had the pleasure to be 
associated with. 
 
Based on over five years as President and fifteen as a 
Perfin Club member, I would like to offer my 
opinion and respectfully request the thoughts of any 
members on this subject whether or not you are in 
agreement. 
 
I will limit my analysis to the collecting of United 
States perfins in the United States as I feel that the 
overwhelming majority of our members collect US 
perfins.  However, I do believe that these ideas may 
be valid for anyone collecting any countries with a 
smaller number of perfin patterns.  Notice that I am 
eliminating Great Britain and Germany (the two 
countries with more perfin patterns than the Unites 
States). These are two extremely large-count 
countries, 24,000 patterns in Great Britain and 
12,000 in Germany, and the patterns of both 
countries are "unrated"!  It is my belief that trading 
of these two countries can be done because the 
collectors are not confined to the rating/value 
parameters and a vastly greater number of perfin 
patterns exist. 
 
All United States commercial perfin patterns are 
scarcity rated, and have been for over forty years. 
John Randall's latest, 1998 edition of the Catalog of 
United States Perfins, of which I hope every 
member has a copy by now, is excellent in the 
ratings given the 6400 plus commercial perfin 
patterns.  Very few changes have been made over 
the past six years in these ratings. However, it is 
only natural to expect changes as more material 
comes into collector's hands.  It would seem that 

when trading with other collectors, in all fairness, 
this catalog should be used as a basis.  You could 
trade a D+ for a D+, or two C's for a C+ or whatever 
is agreed upon between individuals before trading. 
 
Now, for the problems. A collector having, let's say 
5,000 different perfin patterns will have all but 
possibly one or two of the perfins rated C+ or less 
and will have most of the B rated and a fair number 
of the B+ and even a few A rated items.  To trade 
with a collector with a like number of perfin patterns 
means that each must have some duplicates of A, B+ 
or B rated perfins needed by the other. But, since A 
rated perfins are known in quantity of 10 or fewer; 
B+ in quantities of 11 to 20; and B in quantity of 
only 21 to 40, the actual chance of these traders 
having what each other needs is exceedingly small!   
Certainly, this collector can not hope to trade with 
someone with a collection of fewer patterns, because 
those collectors don't even have singles, let alone 
duplicates of the higher rated patterns, and especially 
the patterns any advanced collector needs. I do know 
this to be factual as I have had a very difficult time 
trading perfins myself. 
 
It seems that the only way an advanced collector can 
gain more patterns is by watching the Club and 
private auctions and by purchasing a large 
collection, should that opportunity be afforded. 
Unfortunately, an advanced collection can be pricy, 
when available.  In recent memory, one of the best 
opportunities to obtain high rated perfins was at the 
annual convention a couple of years ago when John 
Randall disposed of his 5900+ US pattern collection 
on an item by item basis to those collectors at the 
convention.  Thank you, John for the help you gave 
to me and, I'm certain, to many others! 
 
If we carry forward the ideas from the preceding 
paragraphs, let's say a collector has a perfin 
collection of about 3000 patterns (not quite half the 
known US perfins).  This collector might have a few 
A and B+ rated, maybe a hundred B perfins, half the 
C+ and 80 percent of the C perfins.  Naturally, there 
will be a half-dozen lower rated and many personal 
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perfins on this collector's want list.  This collector 
can not trade with someone who has 4000 or more 
patterns in their collection because they do not have 
anything the more advanced collector needs. And, 
they cannot trade with someone having 1000 or 
2,000 perfins as these collectors probably have 
nothing that they need!  The only chance is in 
finding a collector with about the same number of 
patterns in their collection – 3,000.  But take time to 
analyze where all the duplicates are.  They are in the 
lower rated perfins, naturally.  This is where both 
collectors are strong.  There is some hope that they 
might find three or four perfins to trade on a one 
time basis but then trading abruptly stops because of 
lack of duplicates that each other needs. 
 
A beginning collector has little but the easiest of 
material to trade and may not have been collecting 
for a long enough period of time to even have made 
any contacts.  Many collectors start collecting by 
trying to gather as much material as they can and 
then obtain the necessary catalogs that have the 
information as to what they possess and then feel 
comfortable enough to sometimes make contacts and 
get involved in Club activities.  I believe this is a 
very good way to start a perfin collection.  However, 
trading is probably one of the activities furthest from 
this collectors mind. 
 
Is there a solution to this problem.  I believe so.  The 
solution rests with each and every collector.  As our 
Club continues to grow, the tough perfins only get 
tougher! 
 
Collectors should be willing to sell duplicate perfins 
at a rate agreed upon by the buyer and seller.  For 
what reason should a collector desire to hold onto A, 
B+, or B rated perfins when the opportunity to trade 
is virtually non-existent.  Why not make another 
collector happy while at the same time pick up a few 
dollars for yourself that can then be spent on 
material you might need when it comes up in 
auction.  If you don't want to sell it directly, send it 
to our Club auctioneer.  Please identify the perfin by 
pattern and rating; the stamp in which it is punched 
by Scott#; and any flaws that you might notice, 
before you send it to our auctioneer.  Please 
remember that identification of materials is not his 
job, he has enough to do with the running of the 

auction!  Again, you will make another collector 
happy and obtain a few dollars for yourself. 
 
Collectors should be diligent in trying to obtain 
perfins from dealers and other non-perfin collectors.  
I know that this is not always easy but it can be very 
rewarding.  Join a local stamp club, visit area 
bourses and regional shows.  Make yourself known. 
 
"If you collect only one area or country, pick up any 
perfins you can." This was the most valuable piece 
of perfin collecting information I ever received at the 
beginning of my perfin collecting days. It came from 
Bob Schwerdt. Bob had asked me what I collected 
and I responded that (at that time) I was only 
collecting France. Bob told me that finding any 
perfins was difficult enough but if I turned away 
most of what was offered, the sources would soon 
dry up as dealers wouldn't want to put forth any 
effort on my behalf. Additionally, if I did get perfins 
from other countries there were always perfin 
collectors who would be willing to trade with me for 
French perfins or to buy them outright from me. 
That advice was "golden"! The best trades that I 
have made have been with perfins of one country for 
perfins of another. So, for our new collectors and 
indeed for all our collectors, heed the same advice 
that I received from Bob. It is as valid today as it 
was years ago. A vast majority of my trades have 
been conducted with other members by trading the 
perfins of one country for those of another. 
 
Remember our Club has auctions, as well as stamp 
and cover sales. These work and are used by 
members because they have duplicates or other 
material in which they are not interested. Other 
members benefit because they use these resources; 
they have contact with the stamp and cover 
managers and participate in the auctions. 
 
This article might not have given you the answer 
that you were hoping it would.  But I hope that it has 
helped open your eyes to some methods of building 
yourself a fine perfin collection. If you have any 
comments or questions that you would like aired, 
please feel free to write the Editor. If you desire to 
make any observations or have questions of me, 
please feel free to contact me at any time. My 
address, e-mail and phone are on the back page. 
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And, In the Same Vein 
Vince McDermott (#1787) 

 
I have some comments about the article on collectors 
who want to trade.  
  
I trade with a few members.  Some contacts were 
made through member ads.  However, in general, 
I've received very few responses to ads.  Like Gary  

Denis, my want list is very specific.  I'd be glad to 
trade with Gary if I had anything for him. 
  
I think that, in general, non-response is due mostly 
to not having the specific material wanted, or not 
wanting to part with it. 

 

A Small/Large Perfin Article Revisited 
Edited from e-mail notes from John Mathews (Secretary, Perfin Club of New Zealand and Australia), 

Dick  Mewhinney (LM-60), Colin Rich #3664) and Alastair Walter 
 
Several responses were received to the Bob 
Szymanski’s note “A Small/Large Perfin” in last 
month’s issue of The Perfins Bulletin (page 43).  
 
All agree that the postmark is an oval Glasgow 
cancellation. The NPB in the cancel refers to ‘the  
Newspaper Branch’, the section of the Post Office 
processing the item, and the ‘5’ refers to branch 5 or 
may be the processing clerk's number since early 
Australian postmarks, particularly those from 
Melbourne, also included the clerk's number in the 
handstamp. One of the main uses of this stamp was 
to prepay the halfpenny rate for inland newspaper 
 
The pattern ‘BRYCE’ was used by Wm. Bryce & 

Co, Seedmen, of Glasgow and London. Bryce was 
also known as a tanner. There are or were two 
different perfins for this company. 
  
A combination of The Tomkins Catalog of Identified 
G.B. Perfins and Number Cancellations of the 
British Empire by Rev. H.H. Heins give these 
answers.   
  
From John Matthews the following comment:  
‘Incidentally, although I am not an expert on GB 
postmarks, I suspect that this one (which reminds me 
of cat's whiskers!) may be rather scarce. I saw my 
first example of it only recently and I could not find 
it in my postmark catalogue. 

 

Washington Irving Revisited 
Gary Denis (#3695) 

 
In the July/August issue of The Perfins Bulletin, I 
presented a brief list of seven perfin patterns that I 
had found in the 1¢ Washington Irving stamp of 
1940 (SC#859). I asked Club members to contact me 
with additions to the list. 
 
I received a number of responses to my article and 
the checklist of perfins in the Washington Irving 
issue now consists of more than 20 patterns. Several 
members also included perfinned Irvings for my 
collection, which was very much appreciated. 
 
One item of interest was punched with a large ‘H.B.’ 
pattern, which Pat Callis identified as being a 
portion of a larger revenue punch, rather than a 
postal perfin. The first line of this punch reads 

 ‘H.B.Co.121’ and is attributed to the Hemrich 
Brewing Company or to Horluck Brewing 
Company, Seattle WA. 
 
The updated Checklist of patterns in the Washington 
Irving issue is presented below. Special thanks to the 
following Perfins Club members for their help: Jack 
Brandt, Pat Callis, Mike Falls, Jerry Kotek, Bob 
Schwerdt, and Bob Szymanski. 
 

B12.9 F23 I90 N151 S120 
C146 F68 J34 NS/CO U59 
C219 HE L51 P56.18 U82-11 
C229 H62 L77 P147 V1.5 
C-H H110 L122 S2.7 W112 
F217 Plus the revenue punch: H.B.Co.121/date 
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Another Way of Collecting Revisited 
Edited from e-mails sent by Stephen Tauber (#2949) 

 
In two separate notes Stephen offered some very 
interesting commentary both on the possibility of 
completing a SOTN cancel collection which 
includes a leap-year-day cancel (February 29, 1900) 
in a year which (in the Gregorian calendar) didn’t 
have one, and then a fuller explanation of this 
possibility. Below, mostly in his words is an 
explanation of why it would be possible to add a 
stamp canceled on this non-existent Gregorian date. 
Forgot why February 29, 1900 didn’t exist in our 
calendar? Read on...  
 
 
Our president has a number of interesting interests. 
He is, for example, trying to complete a calendar 
from January 1, 1880, to December 31, 1980, with 
socked-on-the nose cancels. His article "Another 
Way of Collecting" (The Perfins Bulletin 59: 11) 
features covers postmarked on February 29.  
However, in Bob's calendar (based on the Gregorian 
calendar in use here and in much of the world) there 
is no February 29, 1900.  
 
Nevertheless, it is conceivable to obtain a cover with 
such a postmark - albeit probably not with a perfin. 
The cover would have to come from a country which 
was still following the Julian calendar in 1900. Such 
countries include, at least, Russia and Serbia. It may 
also include other countries such as Greece, where 
the Eastern Orthodox Church was prominent in 
society. Note, however, February 29, 1900, Julian 
corresponds to March 13, 1900, Gregorian. 
 

Ed. Note: At this point, I was both confused and 
hooked. So, I asked Stephen for a bit more 
information. The following, again mostly in his 
words, is the explanation I received. I think that 
this is something I learned in school – but I 
surely had forgotten the details! 

 
The Julian calendar was introduced by Julius Cæsar 
in 46 B.C.E.  According to this calendar three years 
out of four had 365 days, and the fourth year had 
366 days.  This calendar continued in use in Europe 
and was the basis for the calculation of Easter as 
established by the Council of Nicea in 325 C.E.   
 

By the 16th century, it had become obvious that the 
vernal equinox (on which Easter’s date is based) was 
falling on about March 11 instead of March 21.  
Pope Gregory XIII decreed that the day following 
October 4, 1582, shall be October 15, 1582, and that 
from then on the century year would not be a leap 
year unless it is evenly divisible by 400. At this point 
the Gregorian calendar date moved 10 days ahead of 
the Julian calendar. And this remained the case until 
March 1, 1700, when the Gregorian calendar lacked 
February 29 and moved 11 days ahead of the Julian. 
In 1800 it moved 12 days ahead based on the lack of 
leap-day. From March 1, 1900, until February 28, 
2100, the Gregorian calendar is ahead by 13 days. 
 
This account does not go into matters such as the 
disputes between land owners and tenants in 1582 
over whether a full month's rent was due for October 
(or a full year's for 1582), changes to the lengths of 
February and August and the renaming of the latter 
by Augustus Cæsar, the shift of numbering years 
from A.U.C. (ab urbe condita) to A.D. (Anno 
Domini [year of the lord]), or the shift of New Years 
Day from March 1 to January 1. (Note the names of 
the months retained from the Julian calendar -- 
September [the Latin word septem = seven], October 
[octo = eight], November [novem = nine], and 
December [decem = ten].)   
 
Since Pope Gregory XIII was acting after the 
Reformation, his decree was initially ignored in 
Protestant countries. Until World War I the Russian 
Empire and Serbia, at least, continued to use the 
Julian calendar. 
 
Thus it is that if you consider the slippage between 
the Julian and Gregorian calendars, February 29, 
1900, which exists in the Julian calendar, equates to 
March 13, 1900 in Gregorian reckoning. Where 
countries still on the Julian calendar canceled with a 
Julian date, February 29, 1900 cancels are possible. 
However, if a country still using the Julian calendar 
were postmarking mail leaving the country in 
Gregorian notation (as did Serbia, at least) then look 
for the March 13, 1900 date. 
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US Perfins Used in Shanghai, China 
Bob Szymanski (LM-145) 

 
Several years ago I had the fortune to come across and be able to purchase a cover (Fig. 1) of a Dupont perfin 
D131 that was used in Shanghai, China. Presumably, Dupont had an office in this city and I knew that this would 
make an interesting addition to the next A&C pages as additional usage information. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 Two 2¢ red perfinned (D131) Washingtons franking a cover from the DuPont offices in Shanghai , 
China to a Pennsylvania address 

 
In speaking with Rudy Roy, (yes, Rudy and I did 
speak occasionally as President and Vice-President!) 
this cover came up in the conversation and I was 
astounded at the fact that Rudy had two covers and a 
cover front (figs. 2, 3 & 4) with the very same usage 
in his possession! Naturally, should anyone else 
have one, please see how it fits into the following 
scenario and let me know if anything can be added 
to this article. 
 
Whenever US Postal Agency usage in Shanghai is 
discussed, what immediately comes to mind is the 
"Shanghai" overprinted Washington-Franklins that 
were in use between July 1, 1919 and December 31, 
1922.  Note that these are not the stamps on these 
covers that are perfinned but rather these are the 
normal Washington-Franklins without surcharge. 
Overprinted stamps were on sale to those with 
Chinese currency. But could other, non-overprinted 
stamps be purchased concurrently by those buying 
postage with US currency? The overprinted values 
ceased being used because of the wild currency 

fluctuation of one US Dollar to two Chinese dollars 
at this time. 
 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Type XIII postmark dated December 
10, 1921. Front only of Dupont business 
envelope, has 10 cent postage paying 5 times 
the rate. Perfins stamps cancelled by Agency 
duplex with numeral "1" in killer. Wording 
inside circle not legible, cannot determine if 
"SIRVICE" variation exists on this 
handstamp 

 
All four Shanghai covers are in the time period when 
the overprinted stamps were in use.  Also, common 
to all four covers are the return addresses listing the 
Dupont Company - one at 1 Canton Road and three 
at 3 Canton Road. 
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The faint cancel in Fig. 1 is readable "...S POS 
SERVICE / July 25 / 7PM / 1922” on the two two-
cent Washingtons that would pay the double rate to 
the US. 
 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Registered oversize (10 x 12.5) linen 
envelope dated December 1, 1921. All but 
the two 2-cent stamps have Dupont perfins. 
Canceled by Type 3 registry ovals. the 
writing in red crayon refers to the ship 
"Tenyo Maru" and apparently it carried this 
cover. This cover is backstamped with a 
Shanghai violet double circle and NY 
Registry markings of arrival dated January 
2, 1922. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4  large sized (10 x 12.5) envelope with 
seven 5c perf 11 WFs (1 plate no. single and 
block of 6) plus 1c, paying 18 times the 
regular rate, tied by Shanghai cds dated 
December 10?? Red crayon refers to the 
ship "Empress of Russia" which probably 
carried this cover. This cover is 
backstamped in purple "Received in bad 
condition NYPO Wall Street Sta", but has 
no receiving date. 

 
Maybe one of our readers can enlighten us as to 
whether any of these stamps could have been 
purchased in China or whether all were perfinned in 
Philadelphia and sent to China for use back to the 
US. 

 
This is an interesting era and I have shown the four covers known to Rudy Roy and myself.  Surely, the next 
A&C pages will have additional information listing a Shanghai, China use for D131. We look forward to any 
additional information on this subject from our members. 
 
 

Auction #97 Announcement - Corrections 
 
Here are a couple of notes correcting information in 
the announcement of Auction #97 in the March issue 
of The Bulletin. 
 
 Lot #4 rating should be C+ 
 Lot #16 rating should be B 
 Lot #31 rating should be D+ 
 Lot #67 pattern should read P211 
 Lot #73 rating should be C+ 
 Lot #81 rating should be B+ 
 Lot #104 rating should be B+ 

All of these corrections are lowered ratings based on 
A&C#1 to the US Catalog. Please, when submitting 
US material for sale in a Club auction, describe the 
perfin by pattern and also rate it with the most 
current rating, either that shown in the 1998  
Catalog of US Perfins or the corrected value found 
in the A&C pages issued since! Easiest way to do 
this is to begin with the most recent A&C pages and 
work backwards in time assigning the most recent 
changed values first. Thanks.  
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Perfins as Postal History - #7 
Postage Due Perfins? 

By Rudy Roy (1124) 
 

 

 
 
Upon seeing the illustrated cover on eBay, I 
immediately reached for my Canadian perfins 
Catalog to see if this use was listed. To my surprise, 
in Addendum J there is a listing of postage due 
stamps with perfins known to have been used by this 
company. 
 
Pattern C38 (C/M/S) was used by the Consolidated 
Mining & Smelting Company of Canada, Ltd., Trail, 
British Colombia. Use of the pattern is known on 
postage stamps, too, but it is the only recorded use 
of perfins on postage due stamps. It is not a scarce 
pattern, having a scarcity factor of "G". 
 
The cover is straightforward. It was mailed from 
Edmonton, Alberta, on ‘APR 10, 1958’, without 
postage, where the handstamped postage due 10 
cents marking was applied, and was received in 
Trail, British Columbia on ‘APR 11, 1958’. In Trail 
the perfinned postage due stamps were applied and 
canceled with some type of rubber handstamp in 
magenta or red. This usage would indicate that the 
company was provided with mint postage due 
stamps in which it then applied its perfin pattern. 
When unpaid or short paid mail was received, the 
mail clerk had a supply of perfinned postage due 
stamps which, on picking up the mail, he applied to 
pay the shortage in postage. 
 
What I have not been able to determine is how  

Consolidated Mining was able to obtain mint 
postage due stamps, apply the company's perfins, 
and then use them on its mail with due postage.  
 
From this cover it would appear that sending mail to 
Consolidated without postage was an approved 
process. If this is correct, what was the authorization 
to do this? Sending mail without prepaying at least 
partial postage had been unacceptable in most UPU 
countries for many years. 

 
In the Nov/Dec 1973 issue of The Perfins Bulletin, 
in the "Question Corner" feature, Mr. Perfin (Dave 
Stump) offered an explanation as to how postage 
due stamps acquired perfins. He indicated that it 
may have occurred when commercial short paid mail 
was picked up the company's mail clerk, and instead 
of the post office clerk applying postage due stamps 
to the item(s), just gave unused postage due stamps 
to the company clerk after he had paid the fee. Upon 
returning with the postage due stamps the mail room 
person charged with perforating "all" stamps did just 
that, including the postage dues. However, this was 
conjecture, as noted by Dave, since there was no 
evidence this practice ever occurred. And it does not 
preclude the possibility that perfins in some postage 
due stamps were done on a favor basis. 
 
Since postage due stamps were never valid for the 
prepayment of postage, and indicated that a fee for 
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short paid mail had been paid, the need to apply 
perfins to them really did not exist. Why, then, did 
this practice exist with this firm in Canada? 
 
I would appreciate any help in determining just how 
and why this company could acquire unused postage 

due stamps, apply their perfin to the stamps, and 
then use their perfinned postage dues to pay for short 
paid mail. Contact me at P.O. Box 5367, Virginia 
Beach, VA 23471-0367, or email: 
rroyperfin@aol.com.

 

Beginner’s Corner 
Paul Mistretta (LM-111) 

 
Last month I began the discussion of perfin catalogs 
and how they were developed. I spoke to 
alphabetizing the descriptions of patterns, but did 
not then speak about the formulation of those 
descriptions. Nor did I write about what other 
information is generally presented in catalogs. This 
month I intend to make an attempt to fill those gaps. 
I will speak primarily to the US Perfin Catalog, but 
will note differences from its pattern where I know 
they exist. 
 
Beginning at the next step after assigning a catalog 
number in some predetermined sequence – how are 
patterns described.? 
 
The primary description in recent versions of most 
catalogs is an actual-size illustration of the pattern. 
Most commonly, this illustration is black (holes) on 
white (as is ours). But there are, at least, two major 
exceptions to this generalization; the current catalogs 
of German and of Swiss perfins, which illustrate 
patterns with white holes in black ‘stamps’.  
 
My guess is that most collectors use the illustrations 
as a base over which they overlay perfinned stamps 
to identify patterns to catalog number. And that is 
great! – It allows you to fill a spot in your album or 
accurately catalog your duplicates for sale. But the 
catalogs  give oh so much more information... 
 
First (for most American-developed catalogs), it will 
give you the alphanumeric description of the pattern. 
Virtually all of the recent catalogs of perfin patterns 
which include full descriptions of each pattern 
follow similar conventions when describing patterns 
which contain only letters and numbers (exclusive of 
monograms). Specifically, they retain the upper and 
lower case of letters based on the shape of each 
character (and not its size). And, they distinguish 
separate lines of information in a pattern by inserting 

a slash (/) between information from different lines 
of characters in the pattern.  
 
Monograms are handled differently in different 
catalogs. US patterns are cataloged by reading 
through the pattern from left to right and recording 
the letters in the order in which they are 
encountered. The German catalog lists monograms 
by identifying all of the letters in the pattern and 
alphabetizing the pattern using the first three letters 
of that pattern description. Other variants exist. 
 
In addition to the alpha descriptor, most catalogs 
developed here include size information (character 
height) for each character as well as a count of the 
number of holes making up each pattern. This 
information is presented in the same sequence and 
with the same separators as is for the alphanumeric 
description of the pattern.  
 
And finally, virtually unique to the US catalog is a 
coded description of the overall format of the 
pattern. For example the code 1H indicates a single 
character or single horizontal row of characters 
forming the pattern; 2H = 2 horizontal rows of 
characters; 1V or 2V reflect single column or double 
vertical columns of characters; A = a pattern whose 
characters are oriented in an arc; plus, plus, plus. 
 
These four items (alphanumeric descriptions, 
character height, hole counts and format 
descriptions) are not in general use in most catalogs 
developed outside of this country. As pointed out in 
last month’s column, some catalogs of perfins for 
other countries (such as Australia, France and 
Germany) do include pattern-describing information 
in some form within the catalog numbers assigned to 
the patterns. Generally speaking these catalogs 
depend on the illustrations to speak for themselves. 
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Next, and virtually universally included, is 
information a to the user of the illustrated pattern. 
This generally includes (when known) the name of 
the company, agency or person which (or who) was 
the original user of the pattern. Along with this 
information, or often in the absence of it, the 
primary city in which the pattern was used is listed. 
In the US catalog there is also a notation made if the 
user’s name is confirmed by a cover with return 
address.  
 
And, personal (or vanity) perfins are separated from 
the commercial patterns in both the US and Spanish 
catalogs, and are noted in the Australian catalog.  In 
most other catalogs no distinction is made between 
personal and commercial patterns. 
 
Beginning with the most recent version of the US 
catalog, period of known use is shown for each 
pattern. For our catalog this reflects year of issue of 
the earliest and latest known stamp in which a given  
pattern exists. For some world catalogs this 
information is given as a range using catalog 
numbers of the stamps in which the patterns exist. 
 
The US catalog, as are many of the other country 
catalogs, was designed primarily as a catalog of 
perfins found in postage stamps.  However, many 
patterns apparently used primarily on postage stamps 
were also used on fiscal (revenue) stamps as well. 
Presence of a postal pattern in a revenue stamp is 
reflected in the US catalog and in several country 
catalogs from around the world (including Canada, 
France, Italy and others). 
 
In addition to noting use in revenue stamps, the US 

 catalog (uniquely) also records patterns reported as 
prepers – precancelled perfins. The US catalog, and 
some others, also include a value estimator for each 
pattern that is based on the commonness or scarcity 
of the pattern, independent of the value of the stamp 
in which the pattern is punched which may 
materially affect the value of a perfinned stamp 
when offered for sale). 
 
And the final category of information in the US and 
many other catalogs is material that is considered to 
be supplemental to the primary catalog information. 
This includes additional known cities of use, 
information relating to known prepers, listings of 
multiple users of a pattern, information about 
perforator machinery (such as 2-head or multiple 
head perforator), etc. 
 
Not yet in the US catalog, but recorded where 
known in several others (including Australia) is a 
listing of the business of the user. One additional bit 
of information given in the catalogs of Canadian and 
that of German perfins (yet again “at least”) is a 
listing of the known position(s) of each pattern 
relative to the vignette of the stamp.  Both the noted 
catalogs recognize eight possible positions –of 
perfin pattern relative to the top of the vignette of the 
stamp.  
 
And that, between last month’s column and this one, 
is a very brief overview of the types of information 
to be found in catalogs of perfins. I have probably 
missed some of the information available but this 
discussion, hopefully, gives you the basics. Always 
check the front of the catalog for this type of 
information since specifics vary between catalogs.  

 
 

More on Internet Scams 
Steve Endicott (#2284) 

 
Phishing, as it is known, is becoming are major 
nuisance for all corporate websites. Scammers are 
getting quite good at replicating the look and feel of 
legitimate sites.  
 
It is recommended that when you receive an e-mail 
requesting personal information that you  do not 
click on any link in it. Rather, use your browser to 
go directly to the official corporate website.   

Be aware that responsible corporate entities will 
never ask you to update/confirm personal 
information, especially passwords, via email 
notification.   
 
Finally, periodically change your passwords.  Shred 
all personal information received in the mail.  This is 
not just a problem with PayPal. 
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Lets Renew Memberships Early!! 
 

Both Treasurer Steve Endicott and Secretary Ken Rehfeld have sent notes which reminded me that June – and 
annual dues payment - is coming fast. First, the general dues schedule. 
 

Dues are payable by June 30 of each year to the Secretary 
Fees US Canada Foreign 
Annual Dues US$15 US$18 US$25 
First Class Mail US$5 US$7 US$10 
Non-member Subscription US$20 US$23 US$28 

 
And second, here’s information from Steve concerning Life memberships. This is information that Ken routinely 
sends to new members, but hasn’t been published in the Bulletin in a while. The cost of a lifetime membership 
depends on two factors:  your current age and your geographic location.  The reason for this is that the main 
membership cost is the cost of printing and mailing the Bulletin.  Younger members need to pay more so that we 
can put aside enough money to pay for the expected Bulletins and the postage for them.. 
: 

Lives in  Member’s age 

US Canada other foreign country 

Less than 55 $375 $450 $625 
55-64 $300 $360 $500 
65 and older $225 $270 $375 

 
Secretary’s Report 

Ken Rehfeld (#3394) 
 

New Members: 
  
#3804  James Thorns 
  500 W 36th St. 
  Hays, KS 67001-1508 
  Beginner, U.S. 
  Linn's 
  
#3805  Wayne Witherow 
  PO Box 742 
  Cushing, WI 54006-0742 
  antonwi@centurytel.net 
  Beginner, US & Covers 
  Web 
  

#3806  Wayne Duerkes 
  PO Box 397 
  Somonauk, IL 60552-0397 
  wduerkes@yahoo.com 
  Beginner, U.S. 
  Web 
 
Address Changes: 
   
LM-9  Chris Carr 
  1 Villiers House 
  Francis Raod 
  Broadstairs, ENGLAND  
      CT10 3RG 
  
#3273  Michael Kozminske 
  1506 Plumtree Ave. 
  Portage, MI  49002-5646

#1592  John Hector 
  1 Butternut Ct 
  Highland Mills, NY  10930-2801 
 
#3382 Ian Longley 
  2, Leslie Place 
  Forres, Moray 
  SCOTLAND IV36 1BB 
  
Closed albums: 
  
# 3027  Harry Higgs 
# 3507  Sylvia Maniscalco 
  
Membership      589

 

Clubmember Ad  Wanted: British commercial overprints on postage or revenue stamps. 
Will buy or trade. Michael Behm, 39 Roslin Ave. S., Waterloo, Ontario, 
N2L 2G7, Canada 
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